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Fund Strategy
The Fund is a long-bias equity market product which typically buys or short sells Australian listed securities and
derivatives. Net and Gross market exposure is maintained within a range of 0-100% and 0-200%, respectively. The
Investment manager employs its Quadruple Alpha Investment Strategy which focuses on outperforming overall market
cycles by capturing upside returns while minimising downside risk. The objective of the Fund is to outperform the
benchmark after fees and expenses over a 5-7 year time frame.

Important information
Equity Trustees Limited (Equity Trustees) ABN 46 004 031 298 | AFSL 240975 is the Trustee for the Atlantic Pacific Australian Equity Fund (ARSN 158 861 155) (Fund). Equity
Trustees is a subsidiary of EQT Holdings Limited ABN 22 607 797 615, a publicly listed company on the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX: EQT). APSEC Funds Management Pty
Ltd (APSECFM) ACN 152 440 723 is the Investment Manager of the Fund and a Corporate Authorised Representative (CAR: 411859) of APSEC Compliance and Administration Pty
Limited (AFSL 345 443 ACN 142 148 409). This publication has been prepared by APSECFM to provide you with general information only. In preparing this information, we did
not take into account the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any particular person. It is not intended to take the place of professional advice and you
should not take action on specific issues in reliance on this information. Neither Equity Trustees, APSECFM, nor any of their related parties, their employees or directors, provide
any warranty of accuracy or reliability in relation to such information or accept any liability to any person who relies on it. Past performance should not be taken as an indicator
of future performance. You should obtain a copy of the Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) before making a decision about whether to invest in this product.
Atlantic Pacific Australian Equity Fund’s Target Market Determination is available here – https://www.eqt.com.au/insto/. A Target Market Determination is a document which is
required to be made available from 5 October 2021. It describes who this financial product is likely to be appropriate for (i.e. the target market), and any conditions around how
the product can be distributed to investors. It also describes the events or circumstances where the Target Market Determination for this financial product may need to be
reviewed.
HALO is an analytical tool developed and owned by HALO Technologies Pty Ltd (ABN: 54 623 830 866) (HALO Tech) a corporate authorised representative (CAR: 001261916) of
Macrovue Pty Ltd (“Macrovue”) (ABN: 98 600 022 679, AFSL: 484 264). HALO contains factual and broker consensus forecast information. Information presented or extracted
from HALO should not be considered advice or a recommendation. Any forecast information relates to the intent, belief and current expectations of various analysts via Factset
with respect to the performance of the respective stocks based on historical and projected performance data. You should not place undue reliance on these forward-looking
statements. While all due care has been used in the preparation of the forecast information, actual results may vary in a materially positive or negative manner. Forecasts and
hypothetical examples are subject to uncertainty and contingencies outside of HALO Tech’s or Macrovue’s control. If you would like more detail in relation to HALO please contact
APSEC FM / or your Adviser.

